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Meeting on Monday 8
th

 April 2013 
At 7pm in the Brownlow Hall 

 
 

Minutes 
 
Present: Claire Wallen, Sue Sherrington, Terry Wilson, Monika Lloyd, Eleanor Bateman, Mike Godfrey 
Apologies: Craig McCaslin, Ian Sherrington, Barry Dickenson, Nigel Luker, Colleen Healy 
 
 

Agenda Items 
 

Minutes of last meeting 
Accepted. 

 
Actions arising from last meeting 
None. 

 
Funds update 
All subs have now been paid. We are expecting £150 donation from Warfield Parish Council. £16 has been 
spent on greenhouse shelving. Monika expects us to have total income of £545. Unlike last year, we do not 
anticipate needing to buy any seeds. 
 

Site update 
Decking has been obtained from the Olympic site for use at JHCL for creating some disabled access to some of 
the beds. David proposes having a ‘rabbit flushing out’ day on Saturday 13

th
 April to have volunteers to walk in 

a line looking for holes in the hedge fence with the intention of eradicating them. 3 volunteers will be offered. 
Claire will investigate the option of asking her friend who owns a ferret to see if that might be another option for 
us. Our hose is now retrieved from the barn and is fully set up. Mike has set a bridge up over our ‘moat’ to allow 
easy wheelbarrow access from the tap-side. 
. 

Friends of JHCL 
There has been discussion about setting up a ‘Friends of JHCL’ fundraising group as all donations to the 
project must be made out to Bracknell Forest Homes which isn’t ideal. It is felt that funds could be better 
collected and allocated through this group. We have been asked to have someone attend the first meeting 
although no date has been set yet. Anyone interested in attending their first meeting should speak to Claire.  
 

Greenhouse 
Claire mentioned that she might be able to get hold of another greenhouse for us or the project should we be 
able to transport it. Claire to arrange to see it and assess the size of vehicle needed to transport it. 

 
Planting Plans 
We discussed the site plan. Some of the beds are now numbered and permanent beds labeled. Barry still 
needs to buy the new section of hosepipe. The trough is now empty and could do with a clean before refilling. 
Beds 6 (tomatoes) and Bed 15 (Roots/Carrots) have now swapped over. The strawberries have now been 
planted up through the black Mitex material. 6 raspberry canes are ready to go in along with some Tayberry / 
Loganberry type bushes. The currant bushes are all in now and need watering. Wooden posts can be used as 
a framework to support the fruit cage over the currant bed. There was some debate as to how secure the 
netting to ensure some access can be obtained to water and harvest the bed. Mike felt that it could be secured 
in the middle section permanently with the outer edges cable tied to the framework. Broad beans are to go into 
bed 10. Dahlias need to be removed from winter storage and laid out in trays of soil ready for growing on. We 
will do a 3 sweetcorn deep bed at nearest end and then put the sunflowers at far end near asparagus as they 
might take too much moisture from the ground near the sweetcorn. Potatoes are ready for planting now so we 
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selected Saturday 20
th
 of April as a potato planting day. It would be useful if the potato beds were prepared 

beforehand this time with a good 2ft width path between each to make earthing-up easier. More onions are on 
order. RHS have supplied us with herb seeds instead of wildflowers so Claire suggested growing them in the 
shape of special lettering with either RHS or IYN (IN Your Neighborhood) in the one spare area next to the hub. 
No decision was made as to whether to grow wildflowers or not. We decided that we needed a new pencil and 
pad for the greenhouse. The idea of a blackboard was mooted. 12 small lavenders were purchased and Claire 
is growing on at home. 
 

RHS Seeds 
Claire has applied for these seeds from RHS – where this year they are giving out 15 different herb and 
vegetable seeds- ideally to be planted at some sort of event in mid April. We thought we could have just one 
bed with all of these in it – maybe in one of the blank spaces on the plan. 

 
Bug Hotel 
It was decided to postpone the building of the bug hotel until the summer when planting and sowing would be 
less intense. 
 

Watering Rota 
A plan similar to last year for covering for watering was proposed. This year there should be no requirement to 
swap keys!  
Monday – Terry, Mike  
Tuesday - Eleanor 
Wednesday - Barry 
Thursday – Sue & Ian, Mike 
Friday - Monika 
Saturday -  
Sunday - Craig 
 
Need to check with Nigel what day(s) he can make. 
 

AOB 
Pumpkin Hundredweight seeds were distributed for the largest pumpkin competition. Claire suggested we have 
a picnic in June with a portable BBQ perhaps. 
We need another compost heap creating and to have the path near the asparagus flattened out and also we 
need to acquire a sprinkler. 
 

Date of next meeting – TBC. On site suggested 


